
 

Editing the EZ-Plant Database to add new plants
and/or edit the database.
 
Our database consists of a number of Tab
using Microsoft Excel and Apache 
folder below the EZ-Plant installation folder; e.g., C:
 

A. Steps to modify plant database, using M

Opening a database file 

• Open Excel Select Open. 

 

• Under Files of type: select 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Plant Database to add new plants
or edit the database.  

Our database consists of a number of Tab-delimited Text files, which can be edited 
Apache OpenOffice Calc. These files are found 
installation folder; e.g., C:\EZ-Plant\Docs. 

Steps to modify plant database, using Microsoft Excel 

Opening a database file to add a new plant or edit the database

 

select Text files (in the lower right corner drop

Plant Database to add new plants 

can be edited 
found in the Docs 

to add a new plant or edit the database 

 

drop-down). 



       How to add new plants

 

• Navigate to the Docs folder below the installation folder; e.g., C:
open one of the text files therein.

 
 
 

• If the Text Import Wizard 
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Navigate to the Docs folder below the installation folder; e.g., C:\EZ-Plant
one of the text files therein. 

Text Import Wizard appears, click Finish 

Plant\Docs, and 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
` 
 
 
 



       How to add new plants

 

You may now edit the file as you would an Excel Spreadsheet
 

• I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar 
the London Planetree into the database. There 
of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 
when there is a similar plant

• I want to add –in a new pla
use the “Control F” Feature to the 
Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
right click on the number 1861 a
added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row.

 

 
 

• Now edit the text in the new row. 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name.
the Yarwood. Now I can enter the correct 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 
and the price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 
abbreviation for your nursery in the Key Legend an
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ou may now edit the file as you would an Excel Spreadsheet: 

I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar 
the London Planetree into the database. There are already two cultivars or varieties 
of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 

plant already in the database. 

in a new plant called Platanus  x acerifolia ‘Yarwood’ . I then scroll or 
use the “Control F” Feature to the Platanus x acerifolia ‘Columbia’ with the Key 
Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
right click on the number 1861 and click Insert. An empty row to add a new plant is 
added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row.

Now edit the text in the new row. Make sure that the Plant Key Name is unique and 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name.

Now I can enter the correct plant cultural data that I researched and 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 

price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 
abbreviation for your nursery in the Key Legend and in column K or the NUR nursery 

I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar of 
already two cultivars or varieties 

of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 

x acerifolia ‘Yarwood’ . I then scroll or 
’ with the Key 

Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
empty row to add a new plant is 

added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row. 

 

Make sure that the Plant Key Name is unique and 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name. The Y is for 

plant cultural data that I researched and 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 

price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 
column K or the NUR nursery 
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column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 
and form etc. for each plant
websites that provide cultural plant data are important to
readily available. 

• Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click 
 
Saving the database file 
 
• When you save the database file, you will see a dialog box like the following
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
• Click Yes. 
 
• When you close the file or Excel, you will see a dialog box like the following:
 
 

 
 
• Click No. 

 
• The new plant that you added will appear in the database the next time you open or 

create a drawing. 
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column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 
rm etc. for each plant that is entered. Educational, reputable and factual 

websites that provide cultural plant data are important to use for your plants

Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click 

When you save the database file, you will see a dialog box like the following

When you close the file or Excel, you will see a dialog box like the following:

    

plant that you added will appear in the database the next time you open or 

column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 
entered. Educational, reputable and factual 

use for your plants and are 

Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click Save. 

When you save the database file, you will see a dialog box like the following: 

When you close the file or Excel, you will see a dialog box like the following: 

 

plant that you added will appear in the database the next time you open or 



       How to add new plants

 

B. Steps to modify plant database, using

Opening a database file to add a new plant or edit the database

Apache OpenOffice is a free, open source alternative to Microsoft Office. 
the spreadsheet program in Apache OpenOffice.

 

• Open Calc. Select Open 

 

• Under File type, select Text CSV
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Steps to modify plant database, using Apache OpenOffice Calc

Opening a database file to add a new plant or edit the database

is a free, open source alternative to Microsoft Office. 
the spreadsheet program in Apache OpenOffice. 

Text CSV (in the lower right corner drop-down)

 

Apache OpenOffice Calc 

Opening a database file to add a new plant or edit the database 

is a free, open source alternative to Microsoft Office. Calc is 

 

down) 
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• Navigate to the Docs folder below the installation folder; e.g., C:

               and Open one of the text files therein.

 

 

 

• If the Text Import dialog appears, 
options (clear any other check box
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Navigate to the Docs folder below the installation folder; e.g., C:\EZ-Plant

Open one of the text files therein. 

dialog appears, select Separated by and Tab in Separator 
other check boxes in the dialog). Click OK. 

Plant\Docs.  

 

Separator 
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Note: If Text Import dialog does not appear, select 
dialog appears, select Separated by
the dialog). Click OK. 

 

You may now edit the file as you would a
 

• I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar 
the London Planetree into the database. There are
of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 
when there is a similar plant already in the database.

• I want to add –in a new plant called Platanus  x acerifolia ‘Yarwood’ . I then 
use the “Control F” Feature to the Platanus x acerifolia ‘Columbia’ with the Key 
Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
right click on the number 1861 and click Insert. An empty row to add a new plant is 
added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row.

• Now edit the text in the new row. Make sure that the Plant Key Name is unique and 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name. The Y is for 
the Yarwood. Now I can enter the correct plant cultural data that I researched and 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 
and the price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 
abbreviation for your nursery in the Key Legend and in column K or the NUR nursery 
column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 
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dialog does not appear, select Data ->Text to Columns. When 
Separated by and Tab in Separator options (clear any other check boxes in 

ou may now edit the file as you would a Calc Spreadsheet: 

I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar 
the London Planetree into the database. There are already two cultivars or varieties 
of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 
when there is a similar plant already in the database. 

in a new plant called Platanus  x acerifolia ‘Yarwood’ . I then 
use the “Control F” Feature to the Platanus x acerifolia ‘Columbia’ with the Key 
Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
right click on the number 1861 and click Insert. An empty row to add a new plant is 
added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row.

Now edit the text in the new row. Make sure that the Plant Key Name is unique and 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name. The Y is for 

wood. Now I can enter the correct plant cultural data that I researched and 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 
and the price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 

your nursery in the Key Legend and in column K or the NUR nursery 
column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 

hen Text Import 
(clear any other check boxes in 

I selected the Imperial Database of Plants because I want to add a new cultivar of 
already two cultivars or varieties 

of the London Planetree in this Imperial database. It is very easy to add a new plant 

in a new plant called Platanus  x acerifolia ‘Yarwood’ . I then scroll or 
use the “Control F” Feature to the Platanus x acerifolia ‘Columbia’ with the Key 
Name of PLAC. Go to the plant below the PLAC in the extreme left hand column and 
right click on the number 1861 and click Insert. An empty row to add a new plant is 
added and since you want to copy similar data from the PLAC into the empty row by 
highlighting the row 1860 or the PLAC then copy and paste it into the blank row. 

 

Now edit the text in the new row. Make sure that the Plant Key Name is unique and 
no other plant uses this Key Name. I will call my plant PLAY, staying with the same 
key naming convention that uses the genus, species and cultivar name. The Y is for 

wood. Now I can enter the correct plant cultural data that I researched and 
found about this plant into the specific columns including the size that this plant sold 
and the price at the nursery you have selected. You want to add a Key name 

your nursery in the Key Legend and in column K or the NUR nursery 
column. You should always place accurate plant data for mature height, spread, size 
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and form etc. for each plant that is entered. Educational, reputable and factual 
websites that provide cultural plant data are important to use for your plants and are 
readily available. 

• Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click 
 

 
Saving the database file 
 
• When you save the database file, you will see a dialog box like the f
 

 

 

• Click Keep Current Format
 
• Close the file or OpenOffice Calc.
 
• The new plant that you added will appear in the 

open or create a drawing. 
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and form etc. for each plant that is entered. Educational, reputable and factual 
ltural plant data are important to use for your plants and are 

Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click 

When you save the database file, you will see a dialog box like the following

 

Keep Current Format. 

OpenOffice Calc. 

plant that you added will appear in the EZ-Plant database the next time you 
 

and form etc. for each plant that is entered. Educational, reputable and factual 
ltural plant data are important to use for your plants and are 

Once you have edited all the plant data and created a new plant, Click SAVE. 

ollowing: 

database the next time you 


